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Abstract 
We study the class of polynomial threshold func- 
tions using harmonic analysis and apply the re- 
sults to  derive lower bounds related to ACo func- 
tions. A Boolean function is polynomial thresh- 
old if it  can be represented as a sign function of 
a sparse polynomial (one that consists of a poly- 
nomial number of terms). Our main result is 
that  the class of polynomial threshold functions 
can be characterized using their spectral repre- 
sentation. In particular we prove that a Boolean 
function whose L1 spectral norm is bounded by a 
polynomial in n is a polynomial threshold func- 
tion. While a Boolean function which its L;' 
spectral norm is not bounded by a polynomial in 
n is not a polynomial threshold function [ 5 ] .  
When we consider ACo functions, we obtain 
the following: (i) There exists an ACo func- 
tion whose L1 spectral norm is exponentially 
large. (ii) There exists an ACo function whose 
~5;' spectral norm is R(nPo'Y1og(n)). Hence, ap- 
plying our characterization results, we derive 
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an R(npo'ylog(n)) lower bound on the number of 
terms needed to compute exactly a Boolean ACO 
function as a sign function of a polynomial. This 
result complements the results of [12]. (iii) A 
lower bound of Q(nJ'o'Y1og(n)) on the size of a 
depth-2 circuit of MAJORITY gates that com- 
putes an ACo function. This is the first known 
lower bound for the result of [l]. 
1 Introduction 
Polynomial Threshold Functions: A 
Boolean function f ( X )  is a threshold function if 
where 
F ( X ) =  w a x a  
aE{O,1}" 
and 
i = l  
Throughout this paper a Boolean function will 
be defined as f : { l , - l }n  -+ {l,-l}; namely, 
0 and 1 are represented by 1 and -1, respectively. 
It is also assumed, without loss of generality, that  
F (X)  # 0 for all X .  
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A threshold gate is a gate that computes a thresh- 
old function. Obviously, any Boolean function 
can be computed by a single threshold gate if we 
allow the number of monomials in F ( X )  to be 
as large as 2". Although this fact is not inter- 
esting by itself, it stimulates the following nat- 
ural question: What happens when the number 
of monomials (terms) in F ( X )  is bounded by a 
polynomial in n? 
The question can be formulated by defining a 
new complexity class of Boolean functions. This 
class, called PTl for Polynomial Threshold func- 
tions, consists of all the Boolean functions that 
can be computed by a single threshold gate 
where the number of monomials is bounded by a 
polynomial in n. The main goal of this paper is 
to characterize this class of functions using the 
spectral representation of Boolean functions and 
to understand its relationship with the class of 
ACo Boolean functions. 
Some motivation: Recently, there has been a 
considerable interest in study of the computa- 
tional model of bounded depth unbounded fan- 
in polynomial size circuits that consist of lin- 
ear threshold gates [7, 13 ,  15 ,  181. This interest 
follows from recent results in complexity of cir- 
cuits [9, 14, 171 which indicate that MAJORITY 
(hence, linear threshold functions) can not be 
computed by a bounded depth unbounded fan- 
in polynomial size circuit that consists of V,  A ,  
NOT and PARITY gates. Thus, the next nat- 
ural step in the analysis is adding MAJORITY 
as a possible gate in the computational model. 
Another motivation for this work comes from 
the area of neural networks [4, 81, where a lin- 
ear threshold element is the basic processing el- 
ement. 
Spectral representation of Boolean func- 
tions: The idea of representing Boolean func- 
tions as polynomials over the field of rational 
numbers was first used in the context of count- 
ing the number of equivalent Boolean functions 
[ll]. Every Boolean function can be computed 
as a polynomial over the reals as follows, 
f ( X )  = c (Laxa. 
aE{O,l}" 
This representation will be called the polyno- 
mial representation of f .  This representation 
is unique and the. coefficients of the polynomial, 
{aala  E {O,l}"},  are called the spectral coeffi- 
cients of f or the spectrum of f .  We are inter- 
ested in the L1 and L, norms associated with 
the spectrum. Namely, 
and 
L ,  = m= laa\. 
a € { O J )  
Our main result is revealing the connection be- 
tween the complexity of a Boolean function and 
its spectral norms. 
Example: Consider the function f(z1,zz) = 
z1Azz.  Then 
1 
2 f(21,ZZ) = - ( 1 +  21 + 2 2  - 2122). 
Notice that L1 = 2 and L, = 1 /2  
Spectral representation and circuit com- 
plexity: Recently, the spectral approach turned 
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out to be a useful tool in the study of Boolean 
functions. In [3] this approach was used to de- 
rive lower bounds for the size of decision trees 
and AND/OR circuits of depth two. In [lo] this 
approach was used to obtain results on the in- 
fluence of Boolean functions. Also a characteri- 
zation of ACo functions using the spectrum was 
obtained in [12], where it was proved that an 
ACo function has almost all of its "power spec- 
trum" on the low order coefficients and that it 
are strict, i.e. they are only necessary/sufficient 
conditions. Formally, let PL1 be the class of 
Boolean functions for which the spectral norm 
L1 is bounded by a polynomial in n. And let 
PL,  be the class of Boolean functions for which 
L;' is bounded by a polynomial in n. Then our 
main result is 
Theorem 
PL1 c PT1 c PL,.  
can be approximated by a sign of a polynomial 
with O(nP"'Y'"g(")) terms. The  spectral approach 
was also used in [5] to obtain results on thresh- 
old functions. In particular, it  was proved in [5] 
that  the class of polynomial threshold functions 
is strictly contained in the class of functions that 
can be computed by a depth-2 circuit of linear 
threshold elements. The main tool in obtain- 
ing the results in [5] is a necessary condition for 
a function to be polynomial threshold which is 
based on the spectral approach. 
Main result: The main result in this paper is 
a characterization of the functions in PT1 us- 
ing spectral norms. The characterization result 
we obtained here can be perceived as an exten- 
sion of the result in [5] where it was proved that 
the number of terms in a threshold function that 
computes a Boolean function is n(L;') .  In par- 
ticular, we obtain a dual result-if a function 
has an L1 norm that is bounded by a polynomial 
in n (number of variables) then it is polynomial 
threshold. Namely, we have a characterization of 
polynomial threshold functions using their spec- 
tral norms. We also prove that those conditions 
Applications: There are two possible applica- 
tions to our characterization results. The suf- 
ficient condition can be used to obtain upper 
bounds on the depthfsize of a circuit that  com- 
putes a certain function. For example, our result 
was used in [16] to prove the existence of depth-2, 
polynomial size MAJORITY circuits for compar- 
ison and for addition of two n-bit numbers (re- 
cently, constructions for both functions were ob- 
tained [2]). These results also led to a construc- 
tion of a depth-4, polynomial size, MAJORITY 
circuit that  computes the product of two n-bit 
numbers [16]. 
Necessary conditions can be used to obtain 
lower bounds. For example, in [5] it  was proved 
that there are functions that can be computed by 
a depth-2 MAJORITY circuit but are not poly- 
nomial threshold functions. 
In this paper we are mainly interested in us- 
ing this approach for the analysis of ACo func- 
tions. In particular, it is interesting to find out 
whether ACo c PL1 ? a result like this would 
imply that any ACo function can be computed 
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with 2 layers of MAJORITY. We prove that this 
is not true, namely, that there exists an dCo 
function that has an exponential L1 norm. Ac- 
tually, we are able to prove a much stronger re- 
sult. We exhibit a Boolean function such that 
Lgl = fl(nPo'glog(n)). Namely, there are ACo 
functions that can not be computed as a sign of 
a sparse polynomial. This result complements 
the result in [12] (about approximation of ACo 
functions). 
From [5] we know that the class of polynomial 
threshold functions is strictly contained in the 
class of Boolean functions that can be computed 
by a depth-2, polynomial size, circuit of MA- 
JORITY gates. Hence, in view of the results 
we obtained, it is natural to ask whether there 
are ACo functions that cannot be computed by a 
depth-2, polynomial size circuit of MAJORITY 
gates? We find a ~ ( n P " ' ~ ' " g ( " ) )  lower bound on 
the size of a depth-2 circuit of MAJORITY gates 
that computes a certain ACo function (which is 
a degenerate version of the Inner Product Mod-2 
function). This result provides a lower bound to 
the fact that three layers are sufficient to com- 
pute functions in ACo with MAJORITY gates 
PI. 
The paper is organized as follows, in the next sec- 
tion we prove the characterization result, in Sec- 
tion 3 we describe the application to ACo func- 
tions and finally we address some open problems. 
2 Characterizing Polynomial 
Threshold Functions 
In this section we present a characterization of 
polynomial threshold functions using spectral 
norms. We will use the L1 and L ,  norms. Let 
PL1 be the class of Boolean functions for which 
the spectral norm L1 is bounded from above by 
a polynomial in n. And let PLm be the class 
of Boolean functions for which LL1 is bounded 
from above by a polynomial in n. Then our main 
result is that the class of polynomial threshold 
function is strictly between those two classes. 
Theorem 1 
PL1 c PT1 c PL,. 
Proof: In [5] it was proved that PT1 c PL,. 
Hence, to prove the theorem we need to prove 
the following three results. 
1. Prove that PL1 PT1. We do that in 
Lemma 1 below by using probabilistic ar- 
guments. 
2. Prove that this is a proper inclusion, i.e. 
PL1 C PT1, by exhibiting a function f such 
that f E PT1 but f $! PL1. We prove that 
the EXACT function (outputs -1 if exactly 
half of its inputs are -1) is in PT1 (Lemma 
2) but not in PL1 (Lemma 3 ) .  
3. Prove that the inclusion PT1 E PL,  is 
proper by exhibiting a function f , such that 
f E PL,  but f PT1 (Lemma 4). 
Lemma 1 
PL1 PT1. 
Proof: Let f ( X )  E PL1. We need to show that  
there exists a polynomial F ( X )  = C U E S  w a x a  
such that f ( X )  = s g n ( F ( X ) ) .  Where S C 
( 0 , l ) "  and the size of S is bounded by some 
polynomial in n .  The proof is by using the prob- 
abilistic method [6]. 
Let (aula E ( 0 , l ) " )  be the spectral coefficients 
of a Boolean function f (X)  E PL1. That  is, 
f ( X )  = a,X". 
a € { o , l } -  
By the definition of PL1, we have that L1 = 
CaE~O, l ) . ,  la, I is bounded by some polynomial 
in n .  We will prove that  a sparse polynomial 
F ( X ) ,  such that  f ( X )  = s g n ( F ( X ) ) ,  exists; by 
constructing it from the polynomial representa- 
tion of f ( X ) .  
Define a probability distribution over the a's, 
a E ( 0 ,  I)", as follows: 
la, I 
L1 
Pa = -* 
We choose the terms to be included in F ( X )  ac- 
cording to the foregoing probability distribution. 
A term sgn(aa)Xa is included in F ( X )  with 
probability p a .  Formally, define N i.i.d. random 
variables Z;, where 1 5 i 5 N ,  as follows, 
Zi = sgn(aa)Xa with probability p a .  
And let 
N 
F ( X )  = cz;. 
i = l  
Hence, F ( X )  is a polynomial constructed by se- 
lecting the terms at  random. For any given 
X, F ( X )  is a random variable. Now calcu- 
late the mean and variance of this random vari- 
able. Namely, consider a specific assignment to 
X and calculate the expected value and variance 
of F ( X ) .  Assume, without loss of generality, 
that  X is the all-1's vector (the absolute value 
of the mean and variance are the same for all 
assignments and the sign of the mean is f (X)) .  
Hence, F ( 1 , 1 , .  . . , 1) is the sum of N i.i.d. ran- 
dom variables, the Zi's, each distributed as fol- 
lows, 
1 with probability p a  
-1 with probability Caa<op, 
2; = 
Hence, the expected value of 2; is, 
And the variance of 2; is, 
1 
Hence, 
And 
1 
V a . r ( F ( l , l , .  . . , 1)) = N ( 1  - -). G 
Hence, choosing N 2 2nL; and applying 
the Chernoff bound (or the Central Limit 
Theorem)[6] we have that  for any given X, 
Prob[f(X) # sgn(F(X) ]  5 e-" < 2-" 
And by the union bound we get that  
Prob[f (X)  # s g n ( F ( X ) ) ,  for some XI < 1. 
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Hence, 
Prob[f(X) = s g n ( F ( X ) ) ,  for all X] > 0. 
Thus, for any Boolean function f with a “small” 
spectral L1 norm there exists a sparse F ( X )  (the 
number of terms is O(nL:)),  such that f ( X )  = 
0 
A couple of important remarks with regard to 
the above lemma: 
s g n ( F ( X ) )  for all x E ( 1 ,  -1)”. 
By the same proof technique we get that, 
in general, a Boolean function can be com- 
puted as a sign of a polynomial with O(nL:)  
terms. 
Using the same proof technique we can 
prove that a Boolean function with a 
“small” L1 norm can be approximated by 
a sparse polynomial (without a sign). 
Before we prove the next three lemmas we de- 
fine the following two useful functions. 
Definition 1 The EXACT, function is a 
Boolean function which is defined for even n = 
2 k  variables. 
- 1  exactly k -1’s in X 
1 otherwise. 
EXACT,(X) = 
Definition 2 The Complete Quadratic (CQ,) 
function is a Boolean function of n variables such 
that 
That is, CQ, consists of the sum mode 2 of all 
the (:) AND’s between pairs of variables. 
Lemma 2 
EXACT,  E PT1 
Proof (sketch): We prove it by constructing 
a polynomial F ( X )  such that EXACT,(X) = 
s g n ( F ( X ) ) .  Recall that n = 2 k .  Then 
Lemma 3 Let Ln be the L1 norm of the 
EXACT,  function. Let n = 2 k ;  then Ln 2 $. 
That i a ,  EXACT,  PL1. 
Proof: omitted. 
Lemma 4 
PT1 c PLm.  
Proof (sketch): We prove that the inclusion is 
proper by constructing a function which is not 
in PT1 but is in PL,. Consider the Complete 
Quadratic function (CQ,(X)) which is defined 
in Definition 2 above. From [5] we know that 
C Q n ( X )  is not in PT1 (and also not in PL,) .  
Consider the function, fn+l(X), of n+1 variables 
which is constructed from CQn(X) as follows: 
One can prove that fn+l(X) E PLm and 
0 f ” + l ( X )  e PTl.  
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3 ACo Functions and Spectral 
Norms 
One of the possible applications of our results is 
to obtain bounds on the complexity of Boolean 
functions. In particular, the complexity of com- 
puting Boolean functions with circuits of MA- 
JORITY gates. In this section we address a few 
questions related to computing ACo functions 
using MAJORITY gates. See [16] for results re- 
lated to the complexity of computing arithmetic 
functions using MAJORITY gates. 
Definition 3 Let MAJk be the class of func- 
tions that can be computed by a depth-2, polyno- 
mial size circuit of MAJORITY gates assuming 
that at  every gate it is possible to negate any of 
the inputs. This model of computation is equiva- 
lent to  a polynomial size circuit of linear thresh- 
old elements of depth k, such that the weights a t  
every gate are bounded by a polynomial (in the 
number of variables). 
The following theorem is a summary of our re- 
sults related to ACo functions. 
Theorem 2 The following 48 true: 
1 .  ACO p PL1. 
2. ACo $C PL, .  
3. ACO p MAJ2. 
In what follows we describe the proofs for the 
three parts of the theorem. Clearly, the above 
claims are related. We give the details of the 
proofs for all the three claims since we use a dif- 
ferent technique for every one of them. 
Notice the following facts, 
1. 
PLi C MAJ2. 
This follows from Theorem 1, PL1 C PT1, 
and the fact that  PT1 c MA& (see [SI). 
2. By the same arguments as in Lemma 1, if 
the L1 spectral norm is O(nJ'"'y'o~(n)) then 
the function can be computed by a depth- 
2,  O(npo'g log(")) size circuit of MAJORITY 
gates. 
Hence, it is natural to ask whether there are ACo 
functions that have an exponential L1 norm? A 
negative answer to this question will result in 
upper bound on the complexity of computing 
ACo functions with MAJORITY gates. Unfor- 
tunately, we prove that  indeed there is a func- 
tion in ACo that  has an exponential L1 spectral 
norm. This result is another evidence that 3 lay- 
ers of MAJORITY might be needed to compute 
a function in ACo [l]. 
Lemma 5 
ACO < PL1 
Proof: We prove the lemma by exhibiting a 
function in ACo that  has an exponential L1 
norm. First, consider the following Boolean func- 
tion, 
f ( X )  = ( 2 1  A 2 2 )  v (23 2 4 ) .  
I t  can be checked that the L1 spectral norm o f f  
is 3.5.  Now consider the function f which is the 
AND of n copies of f where each copy consists 
of 4 different variables. Namely, let 
f1 = (241-3 A 241-2) v ( 2 4 1 - 1  A 2 4 i ) .  
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Then 
n 
f = A f i e  
i= l  
Let L be the L1 spectral norm o f f  and L be the 
L1 spectral norm o f f ,  then 
1 
L 2 -1 + F ( L  - 1)" 2 1.25". 
This follows from the fact that the polynomial 
representation o f f  can be reduced to the follow- 
ing form, 
. n  
Hence, f has an exponential L1 spectral norm. 
0 Since f E ACo the result follows. 
The next natural question is whether ACo C 
PL,? Namely, is there an ACo function which 
its L;' is not bounded by a polynomial in n. 
This will also show that there is an ACo func- 
tion which is not in PT1, and it will comple- 
ment the result in [12] that ACo functions can 
be approximated by a sign of a polynomial with 
0 ( npo'y log(") ) terms . 
Lemma 6 There ezasts a Boolean fvnction f, 
J U C ~  that L;' = fl(nPo'Y'og(fl)). 
Proof: Let f be a the AND function of 2 vari- 
ables. Then 
1 
2 
f ( z 1 , z z )  = -(1 + 21 + 572 - 2122). 
The next step is just to take log(n) disjoint copies 
of f and compute the XOR of these functions. 
Clearly, we can do it in depth 2 with O ( n )  gates 
(using the exhaustive approach). The result- 
ing function will have L;' = n.  If we iterate 
this process k times we obtain a function with 
L;' = nlogk("). Now, from [5] we have that the 
number of terms in the representation as a sign 
of a polynomial is fl(L-,') and the result follows. 
0 
If we look carefully at  the function that was con- 
structed in the previous lemma we find that this 
function is actually a degenerate version of the 
Inner Product Mod-2 (IP2) function. Where 
is defined for even n and consists of the sum 
mod-2 of the AND's between the n/2 pairs. The 
function in the proof of the foregoing lemma is 
an inner product mod-2 of two vectors each with 
logk(n) variables. We call this function DIP2 
(Degenerate IP2). Now, recall that in [7] it was 
proved that the IP2 function is not in MA&. 
We use the same technique as in [7] and get, 
Lemma 7 A depth-2 circuit of MAJORITY 
gates that compute3 the function DIP2 e'3 of size 
qnP.rY log("))* 
Since DIP2 E ACO, this result constitutes the 
first known lower bound to the result of Allen- 
der [l]. Namely, there are ACo functions that 
can not be computed by a depth-2 circuit of MA- 
JORITY gates. 
4 Open Problems 
There are a few open problems related to the 
results in the paper: 
1. We proved in Theorem 1 that any Boolean 
function with a "small" L1 spectral norm 
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(PL1 function) can be computed as a sign 
of a sparse polynomial (is a PT1 function). 
Using this result it  is proved in [16] that  the 
COMPARISON and ADDITION functions 
are in PL1, thus, are also in PTl and MAJ2.  
Explicit constructions for those functions 
are presented in [2]. Given a Boolean func- 
tion in PL1, it will be nice to have a gen- 
eral method to construct a sparse polyno- 
mial whose sign equals to the function. 
2. Note that the function DIP2 can actually be 
computed with O(nP"'y'"g(")) terms/gates. 
Is it possible to compute ezcactly any ACo 
function by a sign of a polynomial with 
O ( n P " ' y ' " g ( " ) )  terms? A result like this im- 
plies that  any ACo function is computable 
by a depth-2, O(n~"'Y'"~(")) size circuit of 
MAJORITY gates. We note here that in 
order to prove an exponential lower bound 
on the number of terms we will need a differ- 
ent technique than the one used here. The 
reason is that  it is possible to prove (based 
on [12]) that  for ACo functions LZ1 = 
o(nP"~Y'"P'"'). 
3. A more interesting question will be to find 
an AC' function which cannot be computed 
by a depth-3, polynomial size circuit of MA- 
JORITY gates. This will give a better lower 
bound for the result in [l]. 
4. Is there some fixed d, such that any ACo 
function can be computed by depth-d, poly- 
nomial size circuit of MAJORITY gates? 
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